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a real-time approach to process control
a real-time approach to process control third edition william y. svrcek department of chemical
and petroleum engineering, university of calgary, canada donald p. mahoney chemical industry
business solutions, sap ag, usa brent r. young department of chemical and materials
engineering, university of auckland, new zealand
a real-time approach to process control
ware is available to implement a ‘hands-on’ approach to process control system design.
engineers and students alike are now able to experiment on virtual plants that capture the
important non-idealities of the real world, and readily test even the most outlandish
faster than real-time facial alignment: a 3d spatial
unlike other 3d methods, our approach only requires one pass through the network resulting in
a faster than real-time alignment. evaluations of our model on the annotated facial landmarks
in the wild (aflw) and aflw2000-3d datasets show our method achieves state-of-the-art
perfor-mance over other 3d approaches to alignment. 1. introduction
a lean approach for real-time planning and monitoring in
buildings article a lean approach for real-time planning and monitoring in engineer-to-order
construction projects patrick dallasega 1,* id, erwin rauch 1 id and marco frosolini 2 1 faculty of
science and technology, free university of bozen-bolzano, universitätsplatz 5, 39100 bolzano,
italy; erwin.rauch@unibz
a real-time approach to process control
niques emerged) this approach is well suited. as an approach to the control of chemical
processes, which are often characterized by nonlinearity and large doses of dead time,
classical control techniques have some limitations. in today’s simulation-rich environment, the
right combination of hardware and softreal time robust l1 tracker using accelerated proximal
real time robust l1 tracker using accelerated proximal gradient approach chenglong
bao1,yiwu2, haibin ling2, and hui ji1 1department of mathematics, national university of
singapore, singapore,119076 2department of computer and information sciences, temple
university, philadelphia, pa, usa,19122 {baochenglong,matjh}@nus, {wuyi,hbling}@temple
real-time pose estimation of deformable objects using a
real-time pose estimation of deformable objects using a volumetric approach yinxiao li y, yan
wang , michael case, shih-fu chang, peter k. allen abstract pose estimation of deformable
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objects is a funda-mental and challenging problem in robotics. we present a novel solution to
this problem by rst reconstructing a 3d model
closing the loop for robotic grasping: a real-time
a real-time, generative grasp synthesis approach douglas morrison, peter corke and jurgen
leitner¨ australian centre for robotic vision queensland university of technology brisbane,
australia, 4000 email: douglasrrison@hdr.qut abstract—this paper presents a real-time,
object-independent grasp synthesis method which can be used for
common approaches to real-time scheduling
common approaches to real-time scheduling •clock-driven (time-driven) schedulers
–scheduling decisions are made at speci?c time instants, which are typically chosen a priori.
•priority-driven schedulers –scheduling decisions are made when particular events in the
system occur, e.g.
real-time coaching with bug-in-ear technology: a practical
distract adults and children from the activity. nonetheless, if real-time coaching is blended with
technology there can be discretion in the provision of feedback, resulting in fewer distractions.
bug-in-ear (bie) is a technology-based approach to real-time coaching that involves
practitioners and family
real-time ambulance redeployment approach to improve
tem in a real-time manner and, due to very short run time, is applicable in practice. the
performance of ourreal-time approachisevaluatedby adiscrete-eventsimulationdevelopedfor
alargereal datasetand is compared with two benchmarks in the literature; an existing dynamic
redeployment approach and a static policy.
priority inheritance protocols: an approach to real-time
priority inheritance protocols: an approach to real-time synchronization abstmct- a direct
application of commonly used synchro- nization primitives such as semaphores, monitors, or
the ada rendezvous can lead to uncontrolled priority inversion, a situa- tion in which a higher
priority job is blocked by lower priority
real time economic dispatch for power networks: a
real time economic dispatch for power networks: a distributed economic model predictive
control approach johannes k ohler¨ 1, matthias a. m uller¨ , na li 2, frank allg ower¨ 1 abstract
fast power uctuations pose increasing challenges
lncs 2889 - the metronome: a simpler approach to garbage
the metronome: a simpler approach to garbage collection in real-time systems 467 we then
provide a brief overview of the features of our collector, describe how it can be applied to
create a far simpler real-time programming interface, and discuss how to improve its resolution
so that it can be used to program systems that require reponse
real time path tracing using a hybrid deferred approach
real-time path tracing using a hybrid deferred approach gtc eur 2017, talk #23026 thomas
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schander @thomasschander clemens musterle
visual-inertial navigation, mapping and localization
it runs in real-time on an embedded platform, and its performance has been tested extensively.
we report experiments of continuous operation, without failures, re-initialization, or
re-calibration, on paths of length up to 30km. we also describe an integrated approach to
“loop-closure,” that is the recognition
a random finite set approach for dynamic occupancy grid
a random finite set approach for dynamic occupancy grid maps with real-time application
dominik nuss 1, stephan reuter 2, markus thom , ting yuan , gunther krehl 1, michael maile ,
axel gern , klaus dietmayer2 abstract—grid mapping is a well established approach for
an optimization approach for real time evacuation reroute
according to the literature, little attention was given to real-time evacuation reroute planning for
emergency evacuation circumstance. therefore, based on the optimal static evacuation plan
(lim et al. (2012)), the aim is to develop an optimization approach to nd an alternative path if
the path was a ected by a severe incident.
real-time approach to hrv analysis - scitepress
real-time approach to hrv analysis guilherme ramos 1;2, miquel alfaras 1 and hugo gamboa 2;3
1 plux wireless biosignals s.a, avenida 5 outubro 70, 1050-59, lisboa, portugal 2 department of
physics, faculdade de ci encias e tecnologia da universidade nova de lisboa, monte da
caparica, 2892-516, caparica, portugal 3 laborat orio de instrumentac¸´ ao, engenharia biom
´edica e f ´ sica da
a new real-time approach for website phishing detection
and proposed their work for the real-time usages [13]. in content-based methods, features are
extracted from the visible text and the code of the website. these features are usually used for
training a machine learning classi cation model. although at the rst glance this approach might
seem as a
a real time approach to process control education a
the traditional approach to process control education has been to employ the classical
methods of process control that were originally developed as a substitute for the real time
simulation of process systems. it is our contention that with the availability of fast and easy to
use simulation
a novel approach to real time monitoring of antibody
a novel approach to real time monitoring of antibody titer in a fed-batch bioreactor run r. pagila,
n. patel, d. quach, s. karim, and v. rose, ph.d.
real-time state estimation with whole-body multi-contact
real-time state estimation with whole-body multi-contact dynamics: a modied ukf approach
kendall lowrey 1, jeremy dao 2, and emanuel todorov abstract we present a real-time state
estimator applica-ble to whole-body dynamics in contact-rich behaviors. our estimator is based
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on the unscented kalman filter (ukf),
image-space approach to real-time realistic rendering
image-space approach to real-time realistic rendering by musawir shah a dissertation
submitted in partial ful?llment of the requirements for the degree of doctor of philosophy in the
school of electrical engineering and computer science in the college of engineering at the
university of central florida orlando, florida fall term 2007 major
a data-driven approach for real-time full body pose
a data-driven approach for real-time full body pose reconstruction from a depth camera
andreas baak, meinard muller, gaurav bharaj, hans-peter seidel, christian theobalt¨ saarland
university & mpi informatik, saarbrucken, germany¨
{abaak,meinard,gbharaj,hpseidel,theobalt}@mpi-infg abstract in recent years, depth cameras
have become a widely
real-time synthetic aperture radar (sar) processing with a
real-time synthetic aperture radar (sar) processing with a new subaperture approach albert0
moreira abstruct- a time domain subaperture approach has been developed at dlr which is
suitable for real-time synthetic aper- ture radar (sar) processing and produces high quality, full
resolution images.
a collaborative filtering approach to real-time hand pose
and completion (jmfc) approach. our quantitative and qualitative results suggest that our
approach is robust to variation in hand con?gurations while achieving real time performance
(?29 fps) on a standard computer. 1. introduction the easy availability of commercial depth
cameras marked the advent of real time solutions to the human pose
a cellular automata approach to estimate incident-related
a cellular automata approach to estimate incident-related travel time on interstate 66 in near
real time zhuojin wang graduate research assistant pamela m. murray-tuite assistant professor
department of civil and environmental engineering virginia polytechnic institute & state
university introduction
face2face: real-time face capture and reenactment of rgb
real-time face trackers exist, e.g., [25], real-time dense monocular tracking is the basis of
realistic online facial reenactment. cao et al. [8] propose a real-time regression-based
approach to infer 3d positions of facial landmarks which constrain a user-speci?c blendshape
model. follow-up work [6] also regresses ?ne-scale face wrinkles
rt-vc: an efficient real-time vehicle counting approach
other existing approaches. for comparative evaluation, our proposed approach obtained
accuracy above 90% for most of the tested videos in the highway roads. therefore, the
proposed approach can efficiently work with many real-time surveillance systems and has the
potential to be used in many real road applications.
multiagent approach for real-time collision avoidance and
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multiagent approach for real-time collision avoidance and path replanning for cranes cheng
zhang1 and amin hammad, mce2 abstract: collisions on construction sites are one of the
primary causes offatal accidents.
1 a point feature matching-based approach to real-time
a point feature matching-based approach to real-time camera video stabilization alvin kim
department of electrical engineering alvink@stanford juan manuel camacho department of
electrical engineering jcamach2@stanford abstract—unintentional and unwanted movement
while holding a video camera can cause undesired jitters in the ?nal
the approach to real-time learning and adaptive management
the approach to real-time learning and adaptive management in eu-reinteg programming (jsc,
sdsc and eidacs consortia) the primary audience for this document is the 3 eu-reinteg consortia
for which redss is the
a real-time shadow approach for an augmented reality
a real-time shadow approach for an augmented reality application using shadow volumes
michael haller upper austria university of applied sciences media technology and design
hagenberg, austria haller@fh-hagenberg stephan drab upper austria university of applied
sciences media technology and design hagenberg, austria stephan.drab@fh-hagenberg
hard real-time scheduling: the deadline-monotonic approach
hard real-time scheduling: the deadline-monotonic approach1 n. c. audsley a. burns m. f.
richardson a. j. wellings department of computer science, university of york, york, yo1 5dd,
england. abstract. the scheduling of processes to meet deadlines is a dif?cult problem often
analysis of fault tolerance on grid computing in real time
analysis of fault tolerance on grid computing in real time approach errampal kaur , er. deepak
aggarwal . abstract-- in computational grid, fault tolerance is an imperative issue to be
considered during job scheduling. due to the widespread use of resources, systems are highly
proneto errors and failures.
discriminatively trained templates for 3d object detection
discriminatively trained templates for 3d object detection: a real time scalable approach reyes
rios-cabreraa,b acinvestav, robotics and advanced manufacturing av. industria metalurgica
1062 ramos arizpe, 25900, mexico
real-time microearthquake event detection and location
methods have potential to search meqs in real time. however, it is also difficult to distinguish
seismic phases used in these methods. in our previous study, we developed a multiscale event
scanning approach for real-time detection and location of meq events using seismic waveform
envelope fitting (chen et al., 2018b).
real-time and accurate segmentation of moving objects in
straightforward approach would be to simply set up the camera, empty the scene of any
moving objects, and take a snapshot. although this approach is simple, it is always impractical
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in real scene. for instance, it is difficult to empty a scene, the illumination can change over
time, and the camera position can drift.
a new computational approach to real-time trajectory
a new computational approach to real-time trajectory generation for constrained mechanical
systems 1 mark b. milam, kudah mushambi, and richard m. murray2
fmilam,kudah,murrayg@cdstech abstract preliminary results of a new computational approach
to generate aggressive trajectories in real-time for con-strained mechanical systems are
real-time obstacle avoidance using harmonic potential
real-time obstacle avoidance using harmonic potential functions * jin-oh kim' and pradeep k.
khosla: 'this research was funded in pan by nasa under grant nag -1 1075, doe under grant
de-bo2-89er14042, the department of electrical and computer engineering, and the robotics
institute, carnegie-mellon university.
real-time model predictive control for shipboard power
1 real-time model predictive control for shipboard power management using the ipa-sqp
approach hyeongjun park, jing sun, fellow, ieee, steven pekarek, member, ieee, philip stone,
member, ieee,
real-time premarket approval application (pma) supplements
guidance for industry and fda staff real-time premarket approval application (pma) supplements
document issued on: april 28, 2006 this document supersedes and replaces, the “real-time”
review
price-aware real-time ride-sharing at scale - an auction
price-aware real-time ride-sharing at scale - an auction-based approach mohammad asghari,
dingxiong deng, cyrus shahabi, ugur demiryurek, yaguang li university of southern california,
los angeles, ca, usa {masghari,dingxiod,shahabi,demiryur,yaguang}@usc abstract real-time
ride-sharing, which enables on-the-?y matching between
the cyclic executive model and ada - computer science and
the cyclic executive model and ada t. p. baker’ department of computer science florida state
university tallahassee, fl em04 abstract: periodic processes are major parts of many real-time
a machine learning approach for real-time reachability
a machine learning approach for real-time reachability analysis ross e. allen, ashley a. clark,
joseph a. starek, and marco pavone abstract—assessing reachability for a dynamical system,
that is deciding whether a certain state is reachable from a given initial state within a given cost
threshold, is a central concept
the synchronous approach to reactive and real-time systems
the synchronous approach to reactive and real-time systems __~ albert benveniste, fellow,
ieee, and gerard berry invited paper this special issue is devoted to the synchronous approach
to reactive and real-time programming. this introductory paper presents and discusses the
application fields and the principles of synchronous programming.
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real-time noise cancelling approach on innovations-based
real-time noise cancelling approach on innovations-based whitening application to a daptive fir
rls in beamforming structure 155 noise ratio) improvement over the lms algorithm (harrison et
al., 1986) but it requires a
headon: real-time reenactment of human portrait videos
approach that builds on top of a fully controllable 3d actor model. the person-specific model is
constructed from a short rgb-d calibration sequence and is driven by a real-time torso and face
tracker. abstract we propose headon, the first real-time source-to-target reenact-ment
approach for complete human portrait videos that enables
ec-svm approach for real-time hydrologic forecasting
ec-svm approach for real-time hydrologic forecasting xinying yu, shie-yui liong and vladan
babovic xinying yu shie-yui liong (corresponding author) department of civil engineering,
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